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On the Riesz summability of eigenfunction expansions 
S. A. ALIMOV and I. J 0 6 
Dedicated to Professor Bela Szokefalvi-Nagy on the occasion of his 70th birthday 
Let Q be an arbitrary bounded domain in R" (N Ss3) having C°°-smooth 
boundary, and q an arbitrary non-negative function from the class L2(Q). Consider 
the Schrodinger operator 
L = L{x, D) = — A + q { x ) •. 
Denote L an arbitrary positive selfadjoint extension of the operator L from the 
domain C~(i2) with discrete spectrum. According to a theorem of K. O. Friedrichs 
[1,2] there exists such a selfadjoint extension. Let ... denote the 
sequence of the eigenvalues of the operator L and let {w„}" be the complete ortho-
normal system of the corresponding eigenf unctions in L^Q). For any s and 
/£Z,3(i2), consider the ,v-th Riesz means of the spectral expansion of / : 
Eif(x) = 2 f l - 4 ) (/>"») 
It is assumed in this work that the potential q is spherically symmetric. Namely, 
let be a non-negative function satisfying 
(1) *V*>(0| ^ CS-1 (t > 0; 7c = 0, 1 ..., [N/2]) 
for some x>-0. If N=3, then it is assumed that x >-1/2. In particular, we have 
(2) a{t) ^ (t > 0). 
The constant Cz depends only on %. Now assume that the potential q has the form 
where x0€l ¿2 is an arbitrary but fixed point. Received December 15, 1981, and in revised form November 28, 1982. 
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Denote by L'p(Q) the set of those elements of -Lp(R") for which supp fcQ. 
It is well known that C ~ ( i 2 ) is dense in L'p(Q) with respect to the norm of L'p(RN) 
(cf. [14], 4.3.2/l(b)). 
We shall prove the following theorems. 
Theo rem 1. Let p^l, s^O, 1^0, l+s^(N-l)/2, pi>N. Then for any 
f£L'p(Q), 
(3) jim £ ! / ( * ) = / (*) , x£Q. 
Theorem 2. Let jssO, /&0, l+s^ (AT-1)/2. Then for any f£L'2(Q), 
(4) lim E% f{x) = 0, x€ i2\supp f 
CO 
Remark . For q = 0, Theorem 1 was proved in [10] and it was extended in [5], 
for an arbitrary elliptic operator with smooth coefficients. Earlier, the case of 
q = Q, s=Q, when / is an integer was settled by V. A. I L ' I N [8]. In [10] it is proved 
that if l+s<(N-l)/2,p=°° and q=0, then (3) does not hold for any f£L'p(Q). 
For the proof of the Theorems we have to estimate the eigenfunctions «„. 
We use the method of V. A. I L ' I N [9] and to this we need a mean value formula 
for the functions un. Thereafter, the theorems follow by applying H O R M A N D E R ' S 
Tauber type theorem [7]. To this it is necessary to estimate the Fourier coefficients 
of functions from Liouville classes using interpolation theorems and to estimate the 
resolvent of the operator L outside of an angular domain, which contains the 
spectrum {A„}. 
1. The mean value formula and its application 
Define 
W{t, r) = j^-^r^I/^-^Orjv/.-iW-rw/i-iW^/.-iCr)], 
o>(i) = min (1, f( i -W), 
where Jv and Yv denote the v-th Bessel and Neumann function [6], respectively. 
Lemma 1.1. The estimate 
r 
(1.1) r1-"'2 f co(tn)\fV(tn, riOI^-VM dt S Cx/t-^C/ir) 
o 
holds for every r=-0 and / i>0. 
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Proof . Using well known asymptotic formulas (cf. [6], 7.2.1 (2), (4); 7.13.1 
(3), (4)) it follows 
(i.2) if t ^ i , 
ytr 
(1.3) \W{t,r)\^C0 1 , if 0 < i S l s r , 
tN 12-1 j/,. 
(-.N/2-1 ^J , if 
If r n ^ l then, by (1.4), it follows 
/ S C0 / a(i) dt ^ C0Ct / i - i dt s= ̂  r* si ^ / i - T a > ( r n ) , 
o o T T 
where I denotes the left hand side of (1.1). If r/i > 1, then we use the decomposi-
l/f r 
tion I — J + J = h+h and apply to the estimation of Iy and /2 , (1.3) and (1.2), 
0 l/it 
respectively. It follows 
i If i i//i 
A == Cor1""'2 / foi)1-wa-7= i " ' 2 - 1 « « di - CoM«1-*)'8 / a(i) rf? s 
o K rA< o 
C0r1~N/2 f ( t f i I _ tNl2-ia{t)dt = 
i/T, ^ ) V 
= C o M ^ - ^ d / ^ ) f ^ d ^ ^ i r , ) f t-i+'dt^Z&ii-'tDirn). 
i/n 1 T l/M 1 T 
Lemma 1.2. For every r>0 , ^„>C2 , 
(1.5) / + = w„(x0)[Q(r/O1 t ( r /O + a0-, //„)], 
e 
(1.6) |a(r, ¿¿„)| -== const n~1 ©(77O, 
u>/?£re n„^YT„,CN=2N'2-1r(N/2). Here ff(xo+r0)d0 denotes the integration with 
e 
respect to the normalized Lebesgue measure over the sphere of radius r and centred 
in x0. 
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Proof . Recall the mean value formula of E . C . T ITCHMARSH (cf. [13], p. 2 3 2 ) 
stating 
f un(x0+rO)dO = un(x0)CN(rfi„y-N'*JN/2_1(rtO+ 
e 
+ / ( / q (*o +tO)un (x0 + tO) dO) (t/ryi* -i tW((fin, r/i„) dt. 
o a 
In the case of our spherically symmetrical potential we get 
J Un(x0+r6)de = u„(x0)CN{rfiny-Nl2JN/2-10/O+ e 
T 
+ rl~m f ( /uAx«+t8)dO)W(tnn ,rnn)t«l*-ia{i)dt , 
o e 
i.e., the function v*{r, fin)= Jun(x0+rd)d6 satisfies the integral equation 
e 
v*(r,fin) = un (x0) CN (rUn)1 - N,2JN/2-i(rn„) + 
+ ri-w J v*{t) ^ w ^ rfi„)tNI2~1a(t)dt 
o 
of Volterra type (cf. [2]). Define 
Voir, Un) = "n(*o) CNM1 -Nl2JN/^1(rp), 
vk(r, fi) = r1-*/2 fvk-At, mWCm, rfi)tN^a(t)dt. 
o 
The estimates \pk(r, /¿)l =const co(rii)[cJnT]k (/->0, /x>0) follow by induction on k. 
On the other hand, it is easy to see that 
v*(r, / 0 = un(x0)v0(r, iO + "n(*o) 2 vk(r, fi„). k = 1 
Hence (1.5) and (1.6) follow for the function 
ct(r,n)= 2vk(r,n). k = 1 
Lemma 1.3. We have 
(1.7) 2 k(*0)l2 = Qa**-1 0 ^ 1 ) -
The constant C3 does not depend on fi. 
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Proo f . We use the method of V. A. IL'IN [8, 9]. Consider the function 
m W ^ ) i f R < r < 2 R 
d ( r ^ ) = | o if r < j ( * , 2 i a 
where 0<2/?<dist (x0, dQ), r= |x—x0|, / i>0. Calculate the Fourier coefficients 
of d(r, n) with respect to the system {«„}. Taking into consideration (1.5), we obtain 
d« = d„(fi) = f dx = 
Q 
= f ^ m - ^ {fun(xo+re)dey->dr = e 
->N/ 2-1 t/W 
It is proved in [8] that 
2R j , \ 2R 
^un(x0)[CN f A / 2 - x M N%[:r rdr+ f JHJi_1(rn)a(r,nJrr"*dr]. 
R "« R 
2 R j 
if and n is large enough, where the constant c does not depend on fi. 
Hence 
^ c - |w„(x0)|, 
r i 
if —//n| = 1 and n=fi0- On the other hand, using (1.6),- we obtain 2R 2R 
I f JNI2-l(rn)oc(r, n„)rN/2 dr\ 3S const Mn _ t | / JN,2-1(r^)a(r^n)rNl2 dr\ s 
R R 
2R X 1 s 
S const = 
Summarising our estimates, we get 
\dn(ji)\ & const |wn(x0)l[l + O ^ j ] sr const |k„(*o)I, 
if \ f i n — a n d fi is large enough. Hence the desired estimate (1.7) follows 
by applying the Parseval equality and the relation 
/\d(\x-x0\,fi)\*dx = O(iiN-i). 
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2. Estimates for the Fourier coefficients of functions from LiouvOle spaces 
Lemma 2.1. Let k be a natural number and a={a1, ..., <xN) a multiindex 
such that 0s\<x\<kSN/2. Then for every e>0, there exists a constant C4 = C4(e) 
for which 
(2.1) l l l*-*o | £ - ( t - W ) £ a / (*) l l M i l ) ^ Qll / lk 'cn) 
holds for all f£W\{Q). 
Proof . The estimate follows immediately using classical imbedding theorems 
and the Holder inequality. 
Lemma 2.2. For every natural number k, Os/c =N/2, the estimate 
(2.2) l|£* /2/L2 ^ C511/11 w i 
holds for every fd№\(Q). The constant C5 does not depend on f . 
P r o o f . According to the spectral theorem, we have to prove the estimate 
(2.3) const \\f\\wu. 
n=i 2 
By definition, W&Q) is the closure of Cg{Q) in the space Wk2(Q). Hence it is 
enough to prove (2.3) for functions from the class CJ°(i2). If k=2m, then we have 
2W,»n)\2= m - 4 r m 
n = l 
for every /£CJ°(i2). In this case we use Lemma 2.1 and the following simple facts: 
for any natural number 1 Sm SN/2, we can write 
(2.4) (A-qT = Am+ 2 C„lia{x)D\ |a|s2m-2 
where the functions Cm Jx) belong to C°°(i2\{x0}) and (for each multiindex /?) 
we have 
(2.5) \D>Cn,.{x)\ == const | * -* 0 | ' « l + , - I " - " l . 
These facts follow easily by induction on m. For the sake of simplicity, in this 
section we assume x 0=0. In the case k=2m, (2.3) follows immediately. If 
k =2m +1, then we have 
(2.6) 2 W> "Jl2 = W^-gT/Wl-Wig^-grfWl.. 11 — 1 
For the estimation of the first term on the right hand side we use (2.4): 
V (A — q)mf = VAm/+ 2" t(VCm, x)D*f+ Cm<xVD°f], 
\x\S2m-2 
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so it is enough to prove the estimate 
|||x| |a |-* + I£>7'||Ls ^ const \\f\\Wk, 
for every natural number k, 0 = ksNj2, but this is the statement of Lemma 2.1. 
To estimate the second term on the right hand side of (2.6), we use (2.4). It follows: 
]/q{ A - qf'f =iqAmf+ 2 fk C^ETf. 
|z| S2m-2 
Hence, taking into account the trivial estimates 
Am/)(*)| si const |x | - 1 + r / 2 |Am /WI ^ const 2 M t / 2 - ( * - N ) W ( * ) | 
[a| =2 m 
and 
\{fq Cm^Dxf){x)\ S const |x|-1+t/2 |x| |0 , i+r-2m |£>° I/(x)| si const IjcI3®'»— 
the desired result follows by applying Lemma 2.1. 
Lemma 2.3. For any real number s, O^s^ N/2, we have 
(2.7) \\LsIV\\L3 ^ C6 | | / | |£ . 
for every f£Ls2(Q). The constant C6 does not depend on f 
Proof . We use Lemma 2.2 and apply Theorem 4.3.2/2 of [14] for 3f=L2(Q), 
W =tff / 2 1( i2), A = LW2]I2. Using the notations of [14], we obtain (Z,2, 
for I =[N/2], s=0l. (Here Ae = Lsl2, Le2'=Ls2.) Hence (2.7) follows. 
Lemma 2.4. There exists a>-N/4 such that 
(2.8) C~(i2)cdom (La). 
P roof . Let m = [N/4]. Applying (2.4) we have 
f f = Am /+ ^ Cm.aWf, fiC~(Q), 
|a|S2m-2 
and 
\Lmf(x)\ si const |x| r-2m, \WLmf(x)\ S const l*!1-2"1-1. 
Hence, VlmfeLp if ( t - 2 m - 1 ) / » - N , i.e., N/p>2m-T + ]. It follows LmfcW\ 
if /€C~(i2). By the classical imbedding theorem if S-N/2 = l-N/p 
(cf. [12],Ch. 6). It follows: LmfeL{ forevery <5<7V/2-2m + T. Thus, using Lemma 
2.3, we get Lm+s'2fdL2, i.e., /(Edom (Lm+S'2) for every fiC~(Q). Choose 
S= Nj2—2m + r — e, where £>0 is small enough; then m+5/2 = m+N/4—m + 
def + t /2 — e/2 = iV/4 + (t — e)/2, and if e<t , then we have o=m + 5/2>N/4. 
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3. Estimation of the Green function 
Let R(l,L) denote the resolvent of the operator L, i.e., R{k, L) — {L—?J)~1 
and G(I=/?(//2, L) = (L—fizI)~1. Let 0<e0<7t/2 be an arbitrary small real number 
and define 
Z0 = {z6C: e0 Hs arg z s 7r-e0}. 
Set ii=i~X with Im^O, i.e., Osarg ¿i^n. 
The aim of the present paragraph is to investigate (estimate) the Green func-
tion of the operator L—XI, i.e., the kernel function of the resolvent (¿—A/)-1. 
Using the method of E . E . LEVI (cf. [7 ] , [ 1 3 ] ) first we construct a fundamental solu-
tion E(x,y,fi) of the operator L—Xl, i.e., a function for which 
(—A + <7(x) • -fi2l)E(x, y, fi) = d(x-y) (x, y£Q). 
In case of q=0, the fundamental solution E0(x, y, fi) which decreases exponentially 
for Im /¿=-0 is the following: 
E0(x, y, fi) = CN(fi/r)*12_x(r/j.) 
(cf. [13], (13.7.2)). Here H^\z) denotes the v-th Hankel function of first order. 
Obviously, the exponentially decreasing fundamental solution E is the solution 
of the integral equation 
E(x, y, fi) = E0(x, y,n)~ f E0(x, u, fi)E(u, y, fi)q(u) du. 
a 
Now define 
Ek(x, y, n) = E0(x, y,fi)~ f E0(x, u, f^E^u, y, fi)q(u) du, 
° x 
F0(x, y, fi) = E0(x, y, fi), Fk(x, y, fi) = Ek(x, y, fi)-Ek^{x, y, fi) (k = 1, 2, ...), 
and fe0= [(#— 2)/r]. Obviously, 
oo 
(3.1) E(x, y, fi) = 2 Fk(x, y, fi) 
k=0 
if the series is uniformly convergent. Furthermore, 
(3.2) Fk(x, y, fi) — — JE0(x, u, fi)Fk_1 (u, y, fi) q(u) du. n 
Our first aim is to prove that the series (3.1) has good convergence properties. To 
this we must estimate the functions Fk. If p>Nj(N—2+t), then p'<N/(2—i) 
(l/p+l/p'=l) and hence, taking into account that, according to our assumption 
on q, 
q{x) = aGx-XoDlx-Xol-1 ^ ct|x-x0|-2+^Z,p.(i2), 
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we obtain the following estimate for Fk : 
(3.3) |F t(*, y, f i ) ^ \\q\\lp. f |£o(*, u, n)\"\Fk^(u, y, n)\> du 
Si 
for every p>N/{N— 2 + t). 
Lemma 3.1. If k^k0, then for any ¿6(0, T), 
(3.4) |F k(x , y, fi)I ^ C7lx-yp-K+ue-'l'-'IM (x, y£Q, /i€Z0). 
Here C7 and a are positive constants not depending on x, y and ft. 
Proof . For k=0 we have F0=E0, and (3.4) follows from 
(3.5) \E0(x,y,n)\^CM~"\x-y\2-x-Ne-x\x-3'M (x, y£Q\ 0 S ^ 2 ) . 
Here C7 and a are positive constants, n£Z0 . This estimate is immediate from 
[6] (7.2.1 (2) and (5); 7.3.1 (1)). Suppose, (3.4) is fulfilled for k-1 in place of k. 
Using(3.3) and the fact that \x-y\^\x-u\ + \u-y\ implies 
w e obtain by the induction hypothesis that 
|F t(x, y,n)\> ^ conste-"'*-'»*' f du ^ 
S const e - ^ x - y ^ p \ x — 
Thus (3.4) follows by induction. 
Lemma 3.2. If k>k0, then for every *6(0, t), 
(3.6) \Fk(x, y, aOI ̂  (x, y^Q', n£ZJ. 
The constants Cs and C* do not depend on x, y and ¡1. 
Proof . Let k=k0+l. Choose ¿6(0, t) such that A^—2<(A:0+1)<5. Accord-
ing to the definition of k0, this is possible. Then choose p (>JV/(iV—2 + T)) so that 
l/p=(N—2)1 N+8/N, apply (3.3) and (3.5) for x=0 and (3.4) for k=k0, re-
spectively. Using the notation (N—2—k0d)p=e it follows that 
\Fk{x, y,n)S const e-^-yl l f lp f \x-u\f5~N\u-y\-e du. 
si 
According to the definition of k0, we have k0z^N—2~<(k0+ l)t and hence 
k06<N—2, i.e., 6>0. Furthermore, according to the choice of <5 we have 
e=(N-2-k05)p=p5((N-2)/S-k0)<pd(k0+l-k0)=pd. A result of Titchmarsh's 
book ([13], 22.1) states that, in this case, 
f \x-u\gi-N\u-y\-e du < CO. 
a 
Thus (3.6) is proved for k=k0+1. Then (3.6) follows by induction on k. 
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It follows from (3.6) that the series in (3.1) converges for every x, y£Q, if p. is 
large enough, and hence shifting the spectrum of the operator L we obtain 
Lemma 3.3. For any x,y££2 and /i€Z0, we have the estimate 
(3.7) |£(x, y, e£ 
Let £'(x, y, //)=£(>', x, /<) (the formal adjoint of E). A standard calcula-
tion shows that for any f^Wzp{Q) with p>N/2 and s u p p / c i 2 , the equality 
/E'(x, у, ц)[Ь{у, D)-p2]f(y) dy = / (x ) , x£Q 
a 
holds. Let Q0 and be two domains in R*' for which x0£i20, and 
GjCi}. Let ri£C~(Q) be such that q(x)=l if xi i2x . Define 
H (x, y, /¡) = E'(x, у, и)-П (У) 
and 
K(x,y, 2(V,r,(y))VyE'(x, y, ti) + iAyr,(y))E'(x, у, p). 
Obviously, 
(L(y, В)-ц2)Н(х, y, //) - r,(y)(L(y, D)-p2)E'(x, y, /<)-
-2(Vrj)VyE'(x, у, А0-(Аn)E'(x, у, ц). 
Furthermore, K(x, y, fi)—0 if y£Q and hence, using (3.7), we get 
(3.8) |K(x, y, /i)| S const e-cl"l (x£O0, У H £ Z 0 ) . 
It is easy to verify that for every f£lV2p'loc(Q) (p> N¡2) the equality 
(3.9) [ / / ( L - / r / ) / ] ( x ) = [f-Rf}(x), x€i20 
holds, where the operation ~ is defined by 
(ФЛ(х) = f (p(x, y)f(y)dy. 
n 
On the other hand, for any /€C~(G) we have (L-XI)'1/^ 0^ |OC(O) if p >N¡2 
and q£Lp(Q). Now apply (3.9) for (L -Д / ) " 1 / (/€C~(i2)) instead of / . It follows 
Hf(x) = GJ(x)-l<GJ(x) (feC0°°(Q), xeQ0) 
and hence, by continuous extension we get 
Lemma 3.4. For every /££2(i2), 
(3.10) ^ / ( х ) - Я / ( х ) = ^ Л х ) , x£Q0. 
Using the equality (3.10) and the estimates (3.7) and (3.11) we obtain by an easy 
calculation 
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Lemma 3.5. Let and 0SE<I /2. Then for any feL'^Q) 
for which f(x) = 0 whenever |x—x0| = r we have 
j.l-N/2, 
(3.11) |G„/ (x 0 )N c o n s t - ^ e - ^ ( r \ n \ y \ \ f \ \ L , 2 (/i€Z0). 
Lemma 3.6. Let a>N/4. Then for any f£L2(Q) and on each compact set 
KaQ we have the estimate 
(3.12) Wl-'fWLuv ^ C1 0(^) | | / | | l 2 ( n ) . 
P roof . First remark that the following fact is easily proved by induction 
on k: Let N/4 = m+5, where m is a natural number and 0^<5<1 (i.e. ¿ = 0, 1/4, 
2/4,3/4). Then for every /£L 2(Q) and O^k^m (k is a natural number) we have 
(3.13) \\L~kf\\Lpkw 3= const n /n^a) (Q' c c Q, l/pk = 1 / 2 - 2 k / N ) . 
Thereafter, we prove (3.12) for some ¿-=£<1 if a = m+e. Define 
^ « s i n ™ f f - . # i d t ; 
71 o 
then, using 
sin ne L" = L~ — f t-*{L+tI)-lL~m dt 
n J 
([14], 1.15.1 (1)) we obtain L-"=H E L- m +R E L- m . Obviously, 
^ const | |/[| t2(n) 
and 
|H(x, y, A)| S const | x - y \ i - N e - * \ x - y \ N , 
hence \HE(x, y)|^const j|2e_iV. By Holder's inequality 
^ const llgll^o., ( ^ c f l ' c c f l , g = L~mf) 
if l/p<2s/N, i.e., e>N/2p; on the other hand, by (3.13), 
l | £ - m / l l M i n ^ const H/ll^o), 1 lp = ill -2m/N. 
But £><5 = N/4 — m = (N/2)(1/2—2m/N) = (iV/2)(l/p), i.e., s>N/2p. 
C o r o l l a r y 1. For every oN/4 the estimate 
(3.14) x t K 
n=1 
holds uniformly on every compact subset KcQ. 
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Proof . By the spectral theorem, for any feL^O) we have 
/ 1 = 1 
and hence, using Lemma 3.6, the estimate 
2 ( / > « > „ ( * ) ¿,7 ^ const 
r ~ Y'2 
{ 2 U K ) \ 2 ) 
follows, which implies the statement. 
Coro l l a ry 2. For any a>N/4 and /£dom (La), the series 
(3-15) 2 ( / » „ ( * ) 
n=1 
converges absolutely and uniformly on every compact set Kc Q. 
Proof . Using (3.14) the statement of Corollary 2 follows from the estimates 
\ 1 / 2 ( - + P \112 
_ U k*K(*)I = I 2 ' U uk)\ 
k=n 
v l / 2 
n+p (n+p Y ^ i n + p yl* 
2 I i f , uj«t(x  I ̂ \ 2 U uk)\24°] 2 ktol'lH 
k=n V*=n / Vt=n > 
(n+p 
COnSt 2 U Uk)№"\ - 0 in, P - co). VFC=„ / 
Coro l l a ry 3. For every /£C^(i2) the spectral expansion EJ\x) /o 
/(x) as A—uniformly on every compact set K<zQ. 
Proof . This follows immediately from Corollary 2, using Lemma 2.4. 
4. Localization and convergence of the Riesz means 
In this section we prove Theorem 1 only, because the proof of Theorem 2 goes 
on by the same argument. 
Lemma 4.1. Suppose 0^1 S[N/2], /¡=-0, />0 . Then we have 
(4.1) \(p[it+h)2]-(pit2)\ S C12 | | / | |£ ,(l + fh)it+hyN-V'2-> 
where 
<K0 = EJix«) = 2 (f K„K (*O), / € - % ( « ) • 
Proof . (4.1) follows from Lemma 1.3 immediately. 
Using the method of [4] and the estimate (4.1), the following statement follows 
by applying Hormander's Tauber type theorem (cf. [7]). 
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L e m m a 4.2. Suppose 0^/<JV/2, feL[(Q) and f(x) = 0 if \x-x0\^r. Then 
we have the following estimate for every i = 0: 
(4.2) |£//(*„)l ^cons t | | / | | i , ; u /2 )W 2 -o ( i + r / I ) - i / 2 - , . 
L e m m a 4.3. Let j ^ O , 1^0,p>\ and 
(4.3) s + l = {N-l)/2, 0 < l-N/p ^ 1. 
Then for every f€L'p(Q), 
(4.4) |-EI/(*o)l = const ll/H^. 
P roo f . 1°. First suppose that f£Llp(Q) issuchthat / (x„)=0. Let 0S(p£C~(i2) 
be a function for which supp <pc(l/4, 1) and <p(t/2)+<p(t)=[ ( l / 2 < / < l ) . Taking 
into consideration that Q is bounded, there exists a natural number k* such that 
for any f£.Ll(Q) and x£Q we have 
Ax) = f(x) 2 <p(2"r), >• = \x-x0\. 
k = -k* 
Denote 
fk(x) = f(x) cp (2kr)€l'p(Q) (k £ - k*). 
Obviously fk(x)=0 if \x—xu\^c2~k, and by Lemma (4.2) it follows 
|£!A(x0)| const | | / t | | i , ;a/2«N/2-o. ( 1 + 2_* 
Hence, using (4.3) and the estimate ||/ fc |l4=iconst2-™<1/2-1 'p) | |/| | ij ; (cf. [4], 
Lemma 1.1) we obtain 
|£lA(*o)l ^ const ^ C Q n s t 2-k«-N"»\\f\\Llp. 
Consequently 
| £ I / ( x 0 ) N const | | / | |M. 2 2 ~k('~Nlp) ^ const | | / | | £ i . p k = -k* p 
2°. Now suppose f(x0)^0. Let g£C~(Q) such that g(x0)= 1. Denote 
fi(x)=f(x)—f(x0)g(x). According to 1° we have 
(4.5) [£ I / i (*„ )N const | | /[ |L , . 
By Corollary 3 of Lemma 3.6, the expansion Elg(x0) is bounded, and hence 
\EsJ(x0)g(x)| ^const |/(x0)|. Using the imbedding theorem L'p<^Lm if l-N/p>-0 
we get 
(4.6) |£JC/(*d)g(*))| = const \\f\\LV 
From (4.5) and (4.6) we obtain (4.4). Thus Lemma 4.3 is proved. 
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Proof of Theo rem 1. Theorem 1 follows from Lemma 4.3, using the facts 
that, according to Corollary 3 of Lemma 3.6, it is true for every and the 
set Cg(i2) is dense in L'p. 
P roof of Theo rem 2. This theorem follows from Lemma 4.2 by the same 
argument as that of the proof of Theorem 1. 
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